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Abstract 

Transport of dry beetle-killed wood may result in hauling inefficiencies because the lower 

density of this wood may not allow maximum axle weights to be achieved. The Forest 

Engineering Research Institute of Canada (FERIC) undertook a project to determine if 7- and 8-

axle CTL log hauling configurations are able to reach maximum axle weights when hauling dry 

beetle-killed wood. FERIC calculated the increase in per-tonne-hour hauling costs to the mill and 

to the log hauling contractor as a result of hauling underweight loads, and investigated options to 

increase the load carrying envelope with the use of wider bunks and higher loads. FERIC also 

conducted a loading trial to determine if a fourth bundle of 5.0 m logs can be added onto B-train 

configurations.    

 

Introduction 

The mountain pine beetle epidemic in north central British Columbia has substantially changed 

the harvesting and milling practices in this region.  Mountain pine beetle management strategies 

have shifted from trying to contain the spread of the infestation to salvaging the dead trees and 

processing them before they are no longer suitable for sawmilling.  As a result, dry beetle-killed 

wood has become a significant part of the fibre supply for the mills in this region.  Transporting 

this wood is less efficient because maximum hauling efficiency is realized when trucks are 

operating at maximum legal weights and with this lower-density wood, they are unable to reach 

maximum weights.  Mills still pay for full loads despite only receiving partial loads, which 

increases their $ per tonne-hour hauling cost ($/t-h).  The underweight problem has been 

quantified with long logs, and options for reaching maximum axle weights with these 

configurations have been identified (Jokai 2006).  However, many mills are cut-to-length1 

operations.  Processing logs into required lengths allows mills to sort and only transport logs 

suitable for lumber manufacturing to the mill.  Mills have stated that their seven- and eight-axle 

log trucks are unable to reach maximum axle weights within the legal dimension constraints for 

public highways in B.C.  The amount trucks are under loaded and the costs associated with these 

under weight loads are unknown.  

                                                           
1 Cut-to-length logs include logs that are manufactured in the bush to specific lengths and are hauled in multiple 
bundles on truck or tractor/trailer combinations. 
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Objectives 

The project had the following objectives: 

- Determine if and to what extent cut-to-length (CTL) log hauling configurations are under 

loaded when hauling dry beetle-killed wood. 

- Determine the economic impact underweight loads have on transportation costs. 

- Recommend options to enable trucks to reach maximum axle weights and minimize 

transportation costs. 

 

Methodology 

Mills in the Williams Lake and Quesnel areas were contacted to determine their average 

conversions (weight to volume ratio, or solid wood density) and if they have an under load 

problem with their seven- and eight-axle short log trucks when hauling dry beetle-killed short 

wood.  The average conversion from the Williams Lake area was higher than those stated from 

the Quesnel area.  In order to capture the more severe conditions, the problem assessment phase 

to determine the degree of under loading was done in Quesnel.  The Quesnel divisions of West 

Fraser Mills Ltd. (West Fraser) and Canadian Forest Products Ltd. (Canfor) agreed to participate 

in the project.  These two mills are stud mills that process 5.0 m log lengths.     

 

Data collection was done by FERIC in December 2005 and January 2006 for six days at West 

Fraser and three days at Canfor.  Figure 1 illustrates the various measurements that were taken 

for a tridem drive tractor/B-train configuration.  The other configurations had similar 

measurements taken. 
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Figure 1.  Tractor/trailer measurements taken for a tridem drive tractor/B-train. 
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In addition to measuring the trucks and their loads, axle-group weights were also recorded.  

Some trucks did more than one trip to the mill during the study, and therefore had several loads 

measured.  These loads consisted mostly of lodgepole pine that was dead when harvested, 

referred to as grade 3 lodgepole pine (LO3).  Loads with large proportions of other species or 

grades were not sampled.  Load measurements taken for each load are illustrated in Figure 2.    
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Figure 2.  Load measurements taken for a tridem drive truck/quadaxle trailer.  
 

The load measurements were used to determine the “block load density” (BLD) of the load.  

Block load density is the ratio of payload weight to gross load volume (the combined volumes of 

logs and air voids within the load) expressed in kg/m3.  The dimensions for block volume are the 

average log bundle length, height, and width.  The BLD approach allows for payload weights to 
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be modeled at different load dimensions and solid wood conversions (density), and for different 

hauling configurations.   

  

The mills and provincial government require that a certain proportion of the loads delivered be 

stick scaled to develop a volume to weight conversion or to determine the solid wood density.  

Stick scaling involves measuring the length, top, and butt diameters, and grading each log.  The 

scaling frequency is typically one in forty loads.  For this study, one in every eight loads that 

were measured and sampled by FERIC were also scaled.  All the trucks sampled carried three 

log bundles, but due to their existing workload, scalers were only able to scale one of the three 

bundles from the load.  This bundle was considered to be representative of the entire load.   

 

Once scaling was completed, wood samples (commonly referred to as cookies) were cut from 

each of the log grades and species in the load (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3.  Wood samples (cookies) for moisture content and density analysis. 

 

A 0.5 m section was cut off from the end of the log because some drying had occurred since the 

log was processed, and a five to eight centimeter thick cookie was then cut from the freshly cut 

end.  Bark was removed from the cookies and they were weighed.  The cookies were brought 

back to FERIC’s office where the cookies’ volumes were measured using the water displacement 
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method, and they were oven dried.  The moisture content provided an estimate of how much 

more moisture loss is likely from the dead trees and the related decrease in log density.  This 

method served as the basis to determine how much more load-carrying volume would be 

required for trucks to reach maximum axle weights under the “worst case scenario,” i.e., with 

100% dry pine loads. 

 

Underweight loads increase trucking costs for the mill and result in lost revenue to the hauling 

contractor.  The economic impact to the mill and hauling contractor was estimated at the average 

BLD observed during the study and a BLD representative of the worst case scenario (100% dry 

pine).   

 

A loading trial with two cut-to-length (CTL) log hauling configurations was done to explore 

methods for increasing the load carrying envelope.   Two B-train configurations were modified 

by adding a fourth set of bunks and loading an additional log bundle onto the pup trailers.  The 

two B-trains were loaded to maximum axle weights, load dimension measurements were taken, 

and each of the loads were stick scaled to determine the solid wood conversion and volume.   

 

Results 

A total of 140 loads were weighed and measured on a variety of log hauling configurations.  

Bunk width, measured from the outside of the bunk, is limited by regulations to 2.60 m. (See 

Jokai 2003 for a summary of maximum weights and dimensions for common log hauling 

configurations in B.C.)  However the inside dimensions ranged from 2.27 m to 2.40 m.  This 

variability was due to the different thicknesses of the bunk stake itself; some contractors tried to 

make the stakes as thin as possible to maximize the load carrying envelope.  Table 1 shows the 

number of samples for each configuration, and average bunk widths (between stakes), and 

heights (above ground). 
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Table 1.  Number of samples, bunk heights and widths for the five configurations in study. 

Samples
(no.) Height Width

Super B-train 14 1.49 2.29
Tridem drive tractor/B-train 4 1.49 2.33
Tandem truck/Quadaxle trailer 14 1.35 2.37
Tridem drive truck/Quadaxle trailer 13 1.37 2.36

Configuration Average Bunk (m)

Tridem drive tractor / tridem semi-
trailer 1 1.48 2.25

 
 

Of the loads sampled, 95% exceeded the legal maximum height of 4.15 m.  Over heights ranged 

from a few centimetres to greater than 0.5 m.  Therefore, BLDs were calculated and in turn used 

to model payloads at legal height limits for each of the configurations represented in the study.    

  

Nineteen bundles and three full loads stick scaled; the average conversion was 637 kg/m3, and 

the average log length was 4.73 m (5.0 m target length).  The proportions of total volume by 

species and log grades are shown in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4.  Log species and grade summary. 

 

Grade 3 lodgepole pine (LO3) and spruce (SP3) accounted for 79% and 1% of the total volume 

scaled, respectively.  Grade 0 (alive when harvested) lodgepole pine (LO) and (SP) spruce 
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accounted for 9% and 7% of the total volume, respectively.  In total, 16% of the volume scaled 

was alive or green when harvested.  Grade 5 lodgepole pine (LO5, dry pulplog, dead when 

harvested) accounted for 2% of the total volume.  Generally this grade should have been sorted 

out and left in the bush because it is not suitable for lumber manufacturing.  Other species and 

grades of lodgepole pine, spruce, Douglas-fir and balsam represented 2% of the total volume 

scaled. 

 

From each of the scaled bundles and loads, cookies were cut for moisture content and density 

analysis.  The dry base moisture contents (weight of water/oven dry weight) and green density 

for the different log grades sampled are contained in Table 2. 

 

Table 2.  Moisture content and density by log species and grade. 

Moisture 
content (%)

Density 
(kg/m3)

Balsam 0 4 92 692
Lodgepole pine 0 19 78 742
Lodgepole pine 3 73 25 551
Lodgepole pine 5 1 51 713
Lodgepole pine Z 4 85 747
Spruce 0 25 107 780
Spruce 3 4 24 533
Douglas fir 0 1 51 713

Species Log Grade Number of 
Samples

Average

 
Grade 3 lodgepole pine had an average moisture content of 25%.   This moisture content will 

continue to decrease with time.  It will stabilize and vary by season and based on average 

atmospheric conditions for Quesnel,2 it is estimated to range from 12 to 18% at stabilization.3  

Once the dead trees have reached this moisture content, it is unknown if or for how long they 

will be suitable for sawmilling because frequency of checks and cracks increases as the logs dry. 

 

The scaled loads and bundles contained varying amounts of grade 3 lodgepole pine and spruce 

mixed with other species and grades, and this increases the conversion factor.  The worst case 

                                                           
2 
http://www.climate.weatheroffice.ec.gc.ca/climate_normals/results_e.html?Province=ALL&StationName=Quesnel
&SearchType=BeginsWith&LocateBy=Province&Proximity=25&ProximityFrom=City&StationNumber=&IDType
=MSC&CityName=&ParkName=&LatitudeDegrees=&LatitudeMinutes=&LongitudeDegrees=&LongitudeMinutes
=&NormalsClass=A&SelNormals=&StnId=640&start=1&end=13&autofwd=1. Website viewed March 2006. 
3 Forintek Canada Corp. EMC Calculator, ver 1.42. 
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scenario —when the wood is the lightest and requires the most space on the truck to reach 

maximum axle weights —is when the load consists of 100% dry pine logs.   Grade 3 lodgepole 

pine and spruce represented 79% and 1% of the total volume scaled, respectively.  To estimate 

the conversion of a 100% dry pine load, the percentage of grade 3 logs (by volume) and the 

corresponding conversion for the load or bundle are plotted in Figure 5.   
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Figure 5.  Relationship between solid wood conversion and % grade 3 logs. 

 

For 100% grade 3 logs or 100% dry pine, it is estimated that the conversion would be 583 kg/m3 

(Figure 5).  This is the solid wood volume, but the volume required to fit this wood onto the 

truck is unknown.   

 

Figure 6 shows the solid wood conversion plotted against the corresponding BLD for the load or 

bundle.   
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Figure 6.  Relationship between BLD and solid wood conversion. 

 

Based on the relationship shown in Figure 6, it is estimated that one cubic metre of solid wood 

with a conversion of 583 kg/m3, requires about 1.41 m3 of volume on the truck and has a BLD of 

413 kg/m3.  The BLD accounts for all the irregularities and air voids within the load.  The 

average conversion found during the study was 637 kg/m3 and the average BLD was 455 kg/m3.  

Payload estimates are based on the average BLD of 455 kg/m3 and the worst case scenario with 

100% dry pine having a BLD of 413 kg/m3.  These estimates do include any additional weight 

tolerance that may be available. 

 

The maximum legal height for a log truck is 4.15 m.  For payload estimates an average height of 

4.00 m was used, assuming that there are logs higher than 4.00 m, but the average or block 

height of the load is 4.00 m.  Inside bunk width of 2.35 m was used for all configurations.  The 

average log length for 5.0 m target lengths was 4.73 m from the scale data.  For 6.1 m target 

lengths, a mill (processing 6.1 m lengths) in Williams Lake was consulted.  Its average length 

was 5.6 m4 and this was used for 6.1 m target lengths. Payload estimates at the two conversion 

factors and the two log lengths for the five configurations are shown in Tables 3 and 4. 

                                                           
4 Todd Godin, Tolko Industries Ltd., Williams Lake, B.C., personal communication, March 2006. 
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Table 3.  Estimated payloads for the five configurations at 455 kg/m3 BLD. 

Truck Trailer Truck Trailer Truck Trailer 5.0 m logs 6.1 m logs
Super B-train 42 800 38 084 42 800 4 716 Max
Tridem drive tractor/B-train 43 300 38 084 43 300 5 216 Max
Tandem truck/Quadaxle trailer 15 100 27 000 13 706 26 502 15 100 27 000 1 892 Max
Tridem drive truck/Quadaxle trailer 17 700 27 000 13 757 26 097 16 287 27 000 4 846 1 413

Configuration Payload Cap. (kg) Estimated Payload 5.0 m Estimated Payload 6.1 m Underweight (kg)

Tridem drive tractor / tridem semi-
trailer 35 300 35 300 35 300 Max Max

 

Table 4.  Estimated payloads for the five configurations at 413 kg/m3 BLD. 

Truck Trailer Truck Trailer Truck Trailer 5.0 m logs 6.1 m logs
Super B-train 42 800 34 569 40 926 8 231 1 874
Tridem drive tractor/B-train 43 300 34 569 40 926 8 731 2 374
Tandem truck/Quadaxle trailer 15 100 27 000 12 441 24 056 14 729 27 000 5 603 371
Tridem drive truck/Quadaxle trailer 17 700 27 000 12 487 23 688 14 783 27 000 8 525 2 917

Estimated Payload 5.0 m Estimated Payload 6.1 m Underweight (kg)Configuration Payload Cap. (kg)

Tridem drive tractor / tridem semi-
trailer 35 300 34 706 35 300 0 594 Max

 
 

With the lighter wood, all configurations are under loaded with 5.0 m logs.  The tridem drive 

tractor B-train is 8 731 kg under maximum legal weights.  With the 6.1 m logs, the under loads 

are not as severe as with 5.0 m logs, the tridem drive truck/quadaxle trailer is 2 917 kg under 

loaded. 

 

Economic Analysis: 

Trucks are generally paid a $/t-h rate based on a minimum payload.  With the dry wood, trucks 

that reach their volumetric capacity before the minimum payload are still paid the full hourly 

rate, which increases the $/t-h trucking costs to the mill.  For this costing analysis, a 7-axle rate 

of $3.00 per t-h based on a 40.5 tonne payload, or $121.50 per hour is assumed.  For the 8-axle 

combinations, a rate of $2.90 per t-h, based on a 42.5 tonne payload or $123.25 per hour, is 

assumed.  For the tridem tractor/tridem semi-trailer, the rate is based on $3.00 per t-h, and a 35.3 

tonne payload, or an hourly rate of $105.90.  These rates are derived from discussions with 

woodlands staff and will vary slightly at different mills.  Figure 7 is a graph illustrating the $/t-h 

cost to the mill at varying payloads based on the tandem truck/quadaxle trailer and the 8-axle 

costing scenarios.   
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Figure 7.  Mill trucking costs at varying payloads. 

 

The sloped portion of the graph shows how the $/t-h costs increase proportionately by how much 

the truck is under loaded.  Once the truck has reached the payload on which the rate is based, the 

$/t-h rate remains constant at the lowest cost.  The horizontal portion of the graph represents the 

additional revenue available to the contractors if they are able to reach maximum axle weights.  

This revenue is in addition to the hourly rate. 

 

The relationship shown in Figure 7 is applied to the payloads and under loads that were 

previously shown in Tables 3 and 4.  The increased trucking costs that the mill must pay are 

shown in Table 5 for the two log density conversions and log lengths. 

 

Table 5.  Estimated trucking costs at two solid wood conversions and log lengths. 

583 kg/m³ 637 kg/m³ 583 kg/m³ 637 kg/m³ 583 kg/m³ 637 kg/m³ 583 kg/m³ 637 kg/m³
Super B-train 3.57           3.24           3.01           2.90           23% 12% 4% 0%
Tridem drive tractor/B-train 3.57           3.24           3.01           2.90           23% 12% 4% 0%
Tandem truck/Quadaxle trailer 3.33           3.02           3.00           3.00           11% 1% 0% 0%
Tridem drive truck/Quadaxle trailer 3.41           3.09           2.95           2.90           17% 7% 2% 0%

6.1 m logs
Increase in trucking costs (%)

5.0 m logsConfiguration
Trucking costs ($/tonne-hour)

5.0 m logs 6.1 m logs

Tridem drive tractor / tridem semi-
trailer 3.05           3.00           3.00           3.00           2% 0% 0% 0%

 
Payload capacity can be defined as the maximum legal weight less the tare weight, and hence the 

lower the tare weight, the greater the payload capacity.  As a means to increase payload capacity, 
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some contractors will purchase light weight components at a greater cost than their heavier 

counterparts.  Capital invested into these components, will provide a return because the truck 

will be paid the $/t-h rate for anything it can legally haul that is in excess of the payload on 

which the rate is based on.  When trucks cannot reach maximum legal axle weights, they lose 

this revenue and in a sense are penalized for spending the extra money to purchase light weight 

equipment.  The lost revenue to the contractor due to the under weight loads is estimated for the 

five configurations in Table 6, and are shown hourly and annually.  For the annual scenario, it is 

based on the truck working 2 000 hours per year. 

 

Table 6.  Lost revenue to the trucking contractor 

Super B-train 42 800    42 500         0.87       1 740           
Tridem drive tractor/B-train 43 300    42 500         2.32       4 640           
Tandem truck/Quadaxle trailer 42 100    40 500         4.64       9 280           
Tridem drive truck/Quadaxle trailer 44 700    42 500         6.38       12 760         

Lost 
Revenue 
($/hour)

 0                 

Lost 
Revenue 
($/year)

Configuration
Max 

Legal 
Payload 

Minimum 
Payload (kg)

Tridem drive tractor / tridem semi-
trailer 35 300    35 300         -         

 
 

Loading Trial 

During the data collection phase, an opportunity was identified that may provide a solution to the 

under load problem for B-trains.  On B-trains, two log bundles are loaded onto the lead trailer 

and one on the pup.   A super B-train has a maximum allowable length of 25.0 m, whereas the 

maximum is 26.0 m for a tridem drive tractor/B-train; with 5.0 m logs, there were large gaps 

between the log bundles.  If the bundles were closer together, these configurations may be able to 

accommodate a fourth bundle.   

 

The loading trial was done to determine if a fourth bundle of logs could physically fit onto the 

trailer of the two B-train configurations, and if so, to determine the critical dimensions such as 

overall vehicle length, front and rear overhangs, and axle-group weights. To accomplish this, the 

existing bunks were moved, and an additional set of bunks was installed onto the pup trailer.  

The trial took place at Canfor’s logyard in Quesnel.  A Caterpillar 950 wheeled loader equipped 

with a grapple was used to load both configurations.  Figure 8 shows the tractor, trailer, and load 

measurements from the trial. 
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Figure 8.  Axle-group weights and tractor, trailer and load dimensions from loading trial. 

 

The Super B-train with four bundles exceeded the maximum legal length of 25.0 m by 1.80 m, 

whereas the tridem drive tractor/B-train exceeded maximum legal length of 26.0 m by 0.70 m.  

On both configurations the front and rear overhangs exceeded the maximum allowable.  Table 7 

presents the load details such as load conversion and volume for both trucks. 

 

Table 7.  Load details from loading trial. 

Configuration
Conversion 

(kg/m3) Volume (m3) % LO3 Payload (kg)
BLD 

(kg/m3)
Super B-train 627 69.6 67% 42 870         464
Tridem drive tractor/B-train 611 68.3 83% 42 480         438

 
The conversions for the tridem B-train and the Super B-train were 611 kg/m3 and 627 kg/m3, 

respectively.  The average conversion from the trial was 637 kg/m3 and the worst case scenario, 

with 100% dry pine, was 583 kg/m3.  The wood used for the trial was slightly lighter than the 
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average found during the survey, but heavier than the worst case scenario.  Figures 9 and 10 

show the loaded super B-train and tridem drive tractor/B-train, respectively.   

 
Figure 9.  Super B-train loaded with four bundles of 5.0 m logs. 

 

 
Figure 10.  Tridem drive tractor/B-train loaded with four bundles of 5.0 m logs. 

 

Figures 9 and 10, show usable space remaining before the bundles reach maximum height limits, 

on bundles two and four for the Super B-train, and on bundle three for the tridem B-train.  The 

challenge lies not only in putting the volume on the truck, but also in putting the weight onto the 

right axle-groups.   

 

With both configurations, the tridem axle-groups remain under loaded, while other tandem 

groups are above their maximum legal of 17 000 kg.  The bunks that distribute the majority of 

the weight to the tridem axle-groups are at maximum legal height.  Even though some axle-

groups are overloaded, they still remain within legal limits when tolerance is applied.  Adding 

more logs to the bundles that are below their height limit would put additional weight on axles 

which are already at their maximum, and not the ones that are under loaded.   
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For the trial, bunks were placed where they could easily be installed, which was close to, but 

may not have been, the ideal location.  For operational purposes, bunks must be installed at the 

correct locations to ensure proper axle weight distribution.  The gross vehicle weight also 

exceeded the maximum legal weight of 63 500 kg.  A few logs could have been taken off, and 

the load re-measured, but in the interest of time and cost, it was decided to leave the logs on and 

conclude the trial.  The trial’s purpose of determining if a fourth log bundle can fit onto B-trains 

had been achieved. 

 

Discussion 

Generally, log trucks and trailers have economic life spans of five and ten years, respectively.  

Replacing equipment before it has reached its lifespan has economic consequences for both the 

mills and the contractor.  Furthermore, the shelf life of the dead trees is unknown and may not 

support the purchase of new trucks or trailers designed specifically for hauling the dry wood.  

Therefore, this report suggests options to increase the load carrying envelope by modifying 

existing equipment rather than buying new replacements. 

 

The load carrying envelope can be increased in three ways: increase load width, load height, or 

load length.  Currently, permits are available from the B.C. Ministry of Transportation that allow 

for loads wider than the maximum legal length width of 2.60 m (BCMOT 2005).    For example, 

a truck hauling rough-cut lumber from the mill to secondary manufacturer is eligible for a permit 

to increase vehicle width to 3.20 m.   Permitting is also available to increase vehicle height.  For 

example, when a logging truck is equipped with a self-loader, a permit is available to increase 

the maximum legal height from 4.15 m to 4.30 m.   These permits are generally not applicable 

for hauling logs, but will be the basis to explore the increased payload capacity by increasing 

bunk width from 2.60 m to 2.90 m and overall height to 4.30 m.  Even though over-width 

permits are available to increase overall width to 3.20 m for hauling certain commodities and 

conditions, 2.90 m was chosen for the modeling.  This is because many bush roads and highways 

may not be suitable for overall vehicle width of 3.20 m but may be suitable for 2.90 m.   The 

impact that wider or higher loads have on vehicle dynamics has not been examined.  Prior to any 

of these options being considered for highway use, their impact on vehicle dynamics must be 

examined to ensure that they remain within safe acceptable limits. 
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Increasing log length from 5.0 m to 6.1 m is another option.  Some mills cannot accept logs 

longer than 5.0 m, so in these cases it is not an option.  The loading trial did demonstrate that a 

fourth bundle of logs can be added to the B-trains.  However adding a fourth bundle to other 

configurations such as those with quadaxle trailers is not an option because there is no room for 

another bundle.  The only options for these configurations are to use wider bunks or higher loads.  

Table 8 contains payload estimates for the five configurations with 2.90 m (9.50 feet) wide 

bunks and increasing load height to 4.30 m for 5.0 m log lengths, at the two conversions. 

 

Table 8.  Payload estimates with 5.0 m logs, 2.90 m wide bunks, and 4.30 m load height. 

Payload Under wt  (kg) Payload Under wt  (kg) Payload Under wt  (kg) Payload Under wt  (kg)
Super B-train 42 800    Max 38 982   3 818           40 360    2 440           36 634   6 166            
Tridem drive tractor/B-train 42 946     354             38 982   4 318           40 360    2 940           36 634   6 666            
Tandem truck/Quadaxle trailer 42 100    Max 41 029   1 071           41 465     635             38 563   3 537            
Tridem drive truck/Quadaxle trailer 42 513    2 187           40 793   3 907           41 515    3 185           38 241   6 459            
Tridem drive tractor / tridem semi-
trailer 35 300    Max 35 300   Max 35 300    Max 35 300   Max

Conversion = 583 kg/m3Conversion = 637 kg/m3 Conversion = 583 kg/m3 Conversion = 637 kg/m3 Configuration
2.90 m wide bunks 4.30 m load height

 
Of the two options, increasing bunk width to 2.90 m adds more payload than increasing load 

height to 4.30 m.  With 5.0 m logs, at the lowest conversion only the tridem drive tractor/tridem 

semi-trailer is able to reach maximum axle weights.  All the others are under loaded.  Therefore 

increasing load height or width does not provide the four other configurations with a sufficient 

increase in the load carrying volume to allow them to reach maximum legal weights.  Table 9 

estimates the payload with 2.90 m wide bunks loaded to 4.30 m high with 5.0 m logs at a solid 

wood conversion of 583 kg/m3. 

 

Table 9.  Payload estimates with 5.0 m logs, loaded to 4.30 m high, or with 2.90 m bunks at a 

conversion of 583 kg/m3. 

Configuration Payload  
(kg)

Under wt    
(kg)

Super B-train 41 311 1 489
Tridem drive tractor/B-train 41 311 1 989
Tandem truck/Quadaxle trailer 42 100 Max
Tridem drive truck/Quadaxle trailer 43 123 1 577
Tridem drive tractor / tridem semi-
trailer 35 300 Max
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At a conversion of 583 kg/m3, the B-trains and the tridem truck/quadaxle trailer are still under 

loaded with 2.90 m wide bunks loaded to 4.30 m high with 5.0 m logs.  However, these options 

significantly increase the payload capacity. 

 

Table 10 contains payload estimates with 2.90 m wide bunks, and 4.30 m load height, with 6.1 m 

logs for the five configurations at the two conversions.  

 

Table 10.  Payload estimates with 6.1 m logs, 2.90 m wide bunks and 4.30 m load height. 

Payload Under wt  (kg) Payload Under wt  (kg) Payload Under wt  (kg) Payload Under wt  (kg)
Super B-train 42 800    Max 42 800   Max 42 800    Max 42 800   Max
Tridem B-train 43 300    Max 43 300   Max 43 300    Max 43 300   Max
Tandem / Quadaxle 42 100    Max 42 100   Max 42 100    Max 42 100   Max
Tridem / Quadaxle 44 185     515             43 671   1 029           44 700    Max 42 599   2 101            
Tridem tractor / tridem semi-trailer 35 300    Max 35 300   Max 35 300    Max 35 300   Max

Conversion = 637 kg/m3 Conversion = 583 kg/m3 Conversion = 637 kg/m3 Conversion = 583 kg/m3Configuration
2.90 m wide bunks 4.30 m load height

 
Based on the additional volume due to the longer log lengths, configurations hauling 6.1 m logs 

are able to reach maximum axle weights by either increasing bunk width or load height at the 

lowest wood density.  The only exception is the tridem drive truck/quadaxle trailer configuration, 

which remains under loaded at both conditions with the lowest density wood.   

 

The tridem drive truck/quadaxle trailer has an overall payload capacity of 44 700 kg, of which 17 

700 kg must be loaded onto the truck.  The log bundles of 5.0 or 6.1 m logs do not weigh as 

much and, therefore, part of the truck’s capacity will remain unused.  Log hauling vehicles are 

allowed a tolerance that allows them to exceed their axle-group and in some cases their gross 

vehicle weight.  While tolerance is not included, it does allow some overloading of axle-groups 

if others are unable to reach maximum weights, and part of the unused truck capacity can be 

added to the trailer.  With summer and winter tolerance, 1 500 kg and 2 500 kg, respectively, of 

unused truck capacity can be transferred to the trailer, and equally distributed between the two 

bundles.  The amount the truck is under loaded can be reduced by this tolerance amount, 

allowing it to reach maximum axle weights in some of the conditions presented in Tables 8 to 10.    

 

On B-train configurations, transferring load to different axle-groups is much easier than with 

truck/full trailer combinations.  Axle group loading is a function of fifth wheel placement and 
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bunk locations, which is why these configurations are able to reach maximum weights by 

increasing bunk width or load height with 6.1 m logs. 

 

The tridem drive tractor/tridem semi-trailer was able to reach maximum payloads at a conversion 

of 637 kg/m3, and at a 583 kg/m3 conversion it was estimated to be only 600 kg under loaded 

with 5.0 m logs.  There was only one of these configurations in the study, which may have been 

due to its low payload capacity.  Compared to the other four configurations, the tridem 

tractor/tridem semi-trailer is the least practical and the most uneconomical configuration despite 

being able to reach maximum payloads. 

 

Loading 

During the data collection phase, some drivers commented that another variable that has an 

impact on payload size is how the wood is loaded onto the truck in the bush.  Some operators 

apparently load the wood randomly, while others take time to build a load and make the effort to 

reduce the amount of air voids within it.  Figure 11 is a graph showing the ratio of BLD to solid 

wood conversion for the samples measured. 
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Figure 11.  Ratio of block load density to solid wood conversion. 
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The values in Figure 11 range from 0.61 to 0.82.  For example, for a value of 0.8, one cubic 

metre of space on the truck or trailer is consumed by 0.8 m3 of solid wood.  The larger values 

indicate a denser load, whereas lower values indicate more air voids within the load, which 

reduces payload capacity.  This variance is caused by many factors, such as log diameter, BLD 

measurement error, and loading.  When loading, the loader operator should make the effort to 

place the logs in such a way as to minimize the air voids within the load, which will increase the 

payload capacity. 

   

Loading Trial 

The loading trial demonstrated that a fourth bundle of 5.0 m logs can be added onto some B-

trains.  However, the trailer’s wheelbase must be long enough to accommodate the fourth bundle 

and the overall vehicle length will be outside of legal dimensional limits.  The lead trailer 

wheelbase of the tridem drive tractor/B-train was 9.7 m, while for the super B-train it was 8.7 m.  

The extra metre in trailer wheelbase or length made it easier to fit the fourth bundle of logs onto 

the pup trailer, and required less overhang.  The wheelbase of the pup trailer was 6.4 m for both 

configurations.  Adding a fourth bundle does require increasing both the front and rear overhangs 

and overall vehicle/load length.  Currently, an over-length permit (Boomstick Permit) is 

available through a letter of authorization when hauling beetle-killed wood on approved routes, 

which increases the maximum allowable length from 25.0 m to 27.5 m and the front and rear 

overhangs (Jokai 2006).  These permitted dimensions are for long logs only, but in the future 

may be available for hauling short logs.   

 

With four log bundles on a B-train, the bundles are very close together.  This poses a challenge 

to the loader operator when loading and unloading.  The loader used for the trial was a 

Caterpillar 950 wheeled loader.  While this machine was able to load and unload the trucks, it 

was not ideal for this application and it took much longer than would be operationally 

acceptable.  A loader with an overhead grapple would be much more efficient.  Loading to such 

tight tolerances will require more time to load and unload four bundles than three, which will 

increase costs.   Despite the loading challenges, for B-trains, adding a fourth bundle may be more 

favourable in terms of highway safety and vehicle dynamics than increasing bunk width and/or 

load height.  
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Conclusion 

Data collection done at the Quesnel Divisions of Canadian Forest Products Ltd. and West Fraser 

Mills Ltd. found that seven- and eight-axle trucks hauling dry, cut-to-length beetle-killed wood 

are unable to reach maximum axle weights.  The under weight problem was more evident with 8-

axle configurations because of their greater payload capacity.  Log length was another factor; 

trucks hauling 5.0 m logs are carrying smaller payloads than those with 6.1 m logs.  Options for 

maximizing payload capacity include increasing bunk width from 2.60 m to 2.90 m and/or load 

height from 4.15 m to 4.30 m.  For configurations hauling 5.0 m logs with four axle full trailers, 

increasing both load height to 4.30 m and bunk width to 2.90 m will allow the tandem quadaxle 

to reach maximum payloads, however the tridem truck quadaxle will still be 1 580 kg under 

loaded.  With B-train configurations hauling 5.0 m logs, adding a fourth log bundle will allow 

the Super B-train and the tridem tractor B-train to reach maximum axle weights.  

 

Configurations hauling three bundles of 6.1 m logs can reach maximum axle weights by either 

increasing bunk width to 2.90 m or height to 4.30 m.   However, not all mills are capable of 

accepting logs longer than 5.0 m. 

 

The under-load problem increases the mill’s trucking costs and results in lost revenue to the 

trucking contractor.  If the truck has reached its volumetric limit before its weight capacity, the 

mills will still pay the full hourly rate, which increases the mills’ $/t-h trucking costs.  The 

hauling contractor also loses revenue from the under weight loads because they are not able to 

take advantage of payload capacity that is above the minimum on which the rate is based. 

 

Much of the lodgepole pine in north central B.C. has been killed by the mountain pine beetle.  

The infested area continues to spread and this problem affects not only the mills but the forest 

industry and the province as well problem. Mills are currently salvaging the dead trees for 

lumber manufacturing.  Over time, the condition of the trees will continue to deteriorate and 

become less suitable for lumber.  Based on today’s economic conditions, mills can economically 

justify harvesting the dead trees.  The lumber produced is of lower grade and the lumber 

recovery factor will continue to decline as the logs develop more checking and cracking.  
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Maximizing log payloads is not the answer to all the challenges posed by this dry wood, but it 

will reduce costs and prolong the economic viability of harvesting the dead trees. 

 

Recommendations 

Each option presented for increasing the load carrying envelope should be evaluated for safety 

and impact to other road users.  The impact that wider, higher and wider loads have on vehicle 

dynamics must be determined before these options can be considered for on-highway use.  If 

vehicle dynamics remain within acceptable limits, then The B.C. Ministry of Transportation, 

Commercial Vehicle Safety and Enforcement (CVSE) should be consulted to determine the 

viability of operating longer, higher, and wider log trucks on public highways.   Other safety 

agencies such as TruckSafe should also be involved in the consultation.  These agencies should 

work together with FERIC and industry to find a means of maximizing payloads when hauling 

dry beetle-killed wood. 

 

The loading trial demonstrated that four bundles of 5.0 m logs can be loaded onto B-train 

configurations.  This option should be reviewed for its safety implications by CVSE and if the 

findings are favourable, then could proceed with road trials and full-scale implementation.  A 

process similar to obtaining the Letter of Authorization for hauling long logs could also be used 

for hauling short logs. 
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